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There is only one month of school le ft… 
    My thought about May is that this year 
has gone by so fast.  I’m happy it’s the end 
of the year, but I don’t want to have a dif-
ferent teacher next year.  Have a great 
weekend everyone. – Lauren 
    There is only one month of school le ft 
and I think it should end.  I want summer 
really bad because it’s warm and I can 
swim in a river behind my house.  I can also 
sleep in and stay up late. – Carter 
    I feel like I could jump out of my seat 
and I feel sad because I will miss my 
friends.  So until the next school year I will 
be happy. – Gabe 
    I am excited for the summer, but I will 
miss Mrs. P and my classmates. – Emali 
    I am excited for summer.  To not have 
to wake up so early, to play outside for a 
long time, and to spend more time with 
family.  I am sad to leave and miss my 
friends, but I also can’t wait for school to 
end! – Ashlyn 
    This year has gone by so fast!  It seems 
that only yesterday it was the first day of 
school.  Goodbye 4th grade, hello 5th grade.  
Have a great weekend. – Zachary. 
    Only one month of school le ft!!  Where 
has the school year gone?  We are still busy 
learning in all of the subjects.  We are 
starting to write/create some poems, and 
we are finding that they can come from 
anywhere.  Today’s assignment was to find 
a poem in the newspaper by reading the 

words and connecting them, while blacking 
everything else out.  They turned out 
pretty neat.  Check out the pictures. 
    In science we started learning about 
rocks.  There are three different rock 
categories:  sedimentary, metamorphic, 
and igneous.  We are learning what makes 
each rock fit into its category by looking 
at the characteristics.  We are looking at 
pictures for sediments, crystals, lines, and 
air bubbles.  Next week we will be looking 
at real rocks. 
    We continue to test, and next week we 
are NWEA testing.  So continue to get 
enough sleep and eat a good breakfast.  – 
Mrs. P 

  - Mrs. P and the 4th Graders 

1. careful 

2. tasteful 

3. lonely 

4. powerful 

5. suggestion 

6. peaceful 

7. recently 

8. extremely 

9. certainly 

10. wisely 

11. harmful 

12. monthly 

13. yearly 

14. successful 

15. playful 

16. thoughtful 

17. actually 

18. pollution 

19. correction 

20. eagerly 

21. separation 

22. description 

23. immediately 

24. suspenseful 

25. completely 

NEXT WEEK: 

 May 2-13  NWEA Testing 

 May 5   Our last Mass 

 May 12  AG Safety Day 

FUTURE 

 May 16  All School FT 

 May 19  5th Grade Graduation 

 May  20  Hooked on Fishing 

 May  25  4-5th Grade FT 

 May  27  Last Day/Half Day 



  

The wilderness is a Minnesota work of art. Faith, trust, and spirit will be given. 

Donald Trump’s policy: “America First,” he 

promised Obama. 

Staple’s kids love pizza. 


